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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the theoretical analysis of 2 di erent
adaptive noise reduction algorithms for twin-microphone
hearing aids. A rst noise reduction algorithm is based on a
beamformer technique [1] and a second is based on optimal
ltering and singular value decomposition (SVD) [2]. On the
one hand, it is shown that the SVD-based technique gives a
robust solution against unmatched microphone characteristics. On the other hand, the beamformer technique has a
better robustness against voice activity detector (VAD) errors. 1
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INTRODUCTION

In speech processing, it is generally assumed that the
recorded signal equals u = s + n, where s is the speech
part and n is the noise part. Furthermore, the speech signal
has two distinct signal conditions, leading to periods where
only background noise is present and periods where speech
and noise are present. This paper presents an evaluation of
2 adaptive noise reduction algorithms, a beamformer technique [1] and a SVD-based optimal ltering technique [2].
The noise reduction algorithms estimate the statistic of the
noise during noise periods and subtract the noise from the
speech plus noise signal during speech-and-noise periods. To
discriminate between these two periods, voice activity detection algorithms are used. The strategies of the noise reduction algorithms are shown Figure 1 and 2.
The hearing aid contains two omnidirectional microphones
which are used to create a software directional microphone.
The software directional microphone parameters are the interport distance d, internal delay  and the weight factor
for the back port is (f ) = a:e j 2f . The delay  and
the weight a have been chosen to give a hypercardioid spatial characteristic in anechoic conditions. The signals of the
software directional microphone and the rear omnidirectional
1 This study is supported by the Fund for Scienti c Research
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by the Belgian State, Prime Minister's OÆce - Federal OÆce for
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Technology) of the Flemish Government. The scienti c responsibility is assumed by its authors. The authors also thank GN
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microphone are used as inputs to the noise reduction algorithms.
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TWO-STAGE ADAPTIVE BEAMFORMER

The two-stage adaptive beamformer (A2B) has two di erent
signal processing stages (Figure 1). A rst, where a lter
A2B is xed to give a speci c look direction to the twow1
stage adaptive beamformer. In practice, this lter is trained
in anechoic conditions with the direction of the desired signal
at 0o . A second lter lter stage w2A2B implements adaptive
noise cancellation (ANC) and attempts to model noise during noise periods, and subtracts noise from speech plus noise
when speech is present. The sum and subtraction (middle
part of gure 1) improves the noise reference of the ANC.
The additional delays actually allow to have non-causal lters.
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Figure 1: Scheme of the two-stage adaptive beamformer
strategy.
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SVD-BASED TECHNIQUE

In the single-microphone case, the SVD-based technique reconstructs the speech signal sk from noisy data by means
of a linear lter Wk using ~sk = Wk :uk . In the sequel,
Px;x = Efx:x g is the spectral power density (PSD) of signal x and Px;y = Efx:y g the cross-PSD of signals x and y.
The asterisk denotes complex conjugation and Ef:g the expectation. Using a Minimum Mean Square Error criterion,
the optimal lter WW F is equal to:
WW F

= Pu;u1 :Pu;s

(1)

Assuming that the noise signal n is short-term stationarity
and statistically independent of the speech signal s (Pn;s =
0), WW F becomes:
WW F

= Pu;u1 :Ps;s = Pu;u1 :(Pu;u

Pn;n )

(2)

In a multiple microphone application, u = [u1 u2    uM ]T
where ui is a vector containing successive time samples of microphone signal i (n is similarly de ned). In our case, the
microphone inputs are the software directional microphone
(Dir) and the rear omnidirectional microphone (Ro) (see gure 2). Pu;u and Pn;n become:
"
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(4)

The computation of the optimal lter WW F provides estimators w for the di erent signals ~sk , [~s1 ~s2 ]T =
T
T
Wk :[u1
u2 ] .
Maj et al. [3] have shown that using
the rst column of WW F gives a good estimate of s1 ,
[w1SV D w2SV D ]:[u1 u2 ]T = ~s1 . The strategy of the SVDbased technique is depicted in gure 2.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the SVD-based technique strategy
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The theoretical analysis can be performed by using the complex coherence function (CCF) between the two omnidirectional microphones (Fo and Ro) [4] and the PSD at the output of the noise reduction algorithms. The CCF between
two omnidirectional microphones is expressed by:
F o;Ro (f )

PF o;Ro (f )
=p
PF o;F o(f ):PRo;Ro (f )

(5)

F o;Ro (f ) = exp(j:2::f:cos():d=c) with a source located at
angle . The CCF for a speech source at the end re angle
0o and with one noise source at broadside 90o become:
1
speech (f ) = exp(j:2::f:d=c)
noise (f ) =
(6)
F o;Ro
F o;Ro
1 + (f )

Where (f ) is the sensor-to-environmental noise ratio, d the
distance between the two microphones and c the velocity of
the sound in air (c t 340m=s). In the next paragraphs, the
PSD at the output of the software directional microphone
and the noise reduction algorithms are de ned. It is assumed the PSD of the received signals at the microphone
noise (f ) = P noise (f ) = P noise (f ) and
inputs is the same (PRo;Ro
F o;F o
In;In
speech
speech
speech
PRo;Ro (f ) = PF o;F o (f ) = PIn;In
(f )). Finally, (f ) is dened as the signal-to-noise ratio at the omnidirectional minoise (f ) = (f ):P speech (f ). The performances of
crophone PIn;In
In;In
the noise reduction algorithms are function of the distance
(d) between the two microphones, the angle () of the speech
and the noise sources, the sensor-to-environmental noise ratio ((f )) and the signal-to-noise ratio ( (f )).

It is also feasible to evaluate the performance in the case of
unmatched microphones characteristics (in gain and phase)
and VAD errors. To study the unmatched microphone
case, a deviation in gain (gain) and in phase (phase) is
brought to the rear omnidirectional microphone (Ro) such
as Rodev (f ) = Ro(f ):gain:ej:phase:=180 The VAD discriminates noise periods from speech-and-noise periods. When
VAD errors are present, the statistic of the speech (or the
noise) signal is corrupted by the noise (or the speech) signal.
The errors of the VAD are modeled by:
noise (f ) = (1 coef ):P noise (f ) + coef:P speech (f ) (7)
Pin;in
in;in
in;in
speech
speech
noise
Pin;in (f ) = (1 coef ):Pin;in
(f ) + coef:Pin;in
(f ) (8)
where coef denotes the degree of the corruption. When
coef = 0, there is a perfect voice activity detection.
4.1

Directional Microphone

4.2

Two-Stage Adaptive Beamformer

The PSD and cross-spectral density as a function of the CCF
at the output of the software directional microphone (Dir)
(see gure 1 and 2) are:
PDir;Dir (f ) = Pin;in (f ):(1 2:Re(  (f ): F o;Ro (f ))
+ (f ):  (f ))
(9)
PDir;Ro (f ) = Pin;in (f ):( F o;Ro (f ) (f ))
The rst lter w1A2B is kept xed, under the assumption
that the speaker is always in front of the listener. In fact,
a speci c look direction is given to the two-stage adaptive
beamformer, namely the direction of the desired signal, e.g.
speech (f )=P speech (f )
at 0o . The lter equals w1A2B (f ) = PDir;Ro
Ro;Ro

PSref;Sref = PDir;Dir (f ) + jw1 (f )j2 :PRo;Ro (f )
(10)
+ 2:Re(w1 (f ):PDir;Ro (f ))
PNref;Nref (f ) = PDir;Dir (f ) + jw1 (f )j2 :PRo;Ro (f )
(11)
2:Re(w1 (f ):PDir;Ro (f ))
PSref;Nref (f ) = PDir;Dir (f ) jw1 (f )j2 :PRo;Ro (f )
(12)
+ 2:Im(w1 (f ):PDir;Ro (f ))
The second lter is adapted during noise periods and equals:
A2B (f ) = P noise
noise
w2
Sref;Nref (f )=PNref;Nref (f ).

POut;Out(f ) = PSref;Sref (f ) + jw2A2B (f )j2 :PNref;Nref (f )
(13)
2:Re(w2A2B (f ):PSref;Nref (f ))
4.3

SVD-Based Technique

From paragraph 3, the two-channel estimator
[w1SV D w2SV D ]T is given by:
SV D

w1

SV D

speech :(P speech + P noise )
= 1=Det:(PDir;Dir
Ro;Ro
Ro;Ro
speech
speech

noise

PDir;Ro :(PDir;Ro + PDir;Ro ))

w

=
(14)

speech :(P speech + P noise )
= 1=Det:(PDir;Ro
Dir;Dir
Dir;Dir
(15)
speech :(P speech + P noise ))
PDir;Dir
Dir;Ro
Dir;Ro
where Det corresponds to the determinant of the matrix
Pu;u . The PSD at the output of the SVD-based technique
corresponds to:
POut;Out(f ) = jw1SV D (f )j2 :PDir;Dir + jw2SV D (f )j2 :PRo;Ro
+ 2:Re(w1SV D (f ):PDir;Ro (f ):w2 (f )SV D
(16)
w2
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Figure 3: In uence of the phase deviation of the
microphones on the improvement of the speech
intelligibility GAI and the distortion Dist of the
noise reduction algorithm. ( = 0dB,  = 45dB,
d = 2cm).
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where SNRweigthed = ki=1 Ii :(SCi NRi ). SC (f ) and
NR(f ) are decomposed in k-th third octave bands and for
each frequency band, Ii weights are applied as de ned in the
speech intelligibility index [5]. The GAI does not give information about the level di erence between the input speech
signal and the output speech signal of the strategy. An average spectrum level di erence measure D is introduced:

Dist (A2B)
Dist (SVD)

35

AI

To evaluate the theoretical performance of the noise reduction algorithms, performance measures, namely noise reducnoise (f )=P noise (f ) and speech conservation NR(f ) = POut;Out
In;In
speech
speech (f ) in the frequency dotion SC (f ) = POut;Out(f )=PIn;In
main (f ) are used. To evaluate the improvement of the
speech intelligibility, a performance metric GAI has been developed, which is based on an averaged intelligibility gain.
The improvement of the speech intelligibility is estimated
between the input, the omnidirectional microphone (Fo) in
our case, and the output of the noise reduction algorithm:
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RESULTS

Simulations have been carried out by varying the di erent
parameters such as the distance between the two microphones (d), the sensor-to-environmental noise ratio ((f ))
and the signal-to-noise ratio ( (f )). These experiments have
been performed under the assumption that the two omnidirectional microphones (Fo and Ro) are matched (gain = 1
and phase = 0) and that no VAD errors occur(coef = 0). It
appears there are no signi cant di erences (in GAI and D)
between the behaviour of the two-stage adaptive beamformer
and the SVD-based technique. The longer the distance between the two microphones, the better the GAI . The higher
the sensor-to-environmental noise ratio, the worse the GAI .
Finally, the higher the signal-to-noise ratio (f ) the better
the GAI . The value of the performance measure D is always around 0dB during these experiments. This means that
the two-stage adaptive beamformer and the SVD-based technique do not bring in spectral level di erence of the speech
signal during the noise reduction processing.
Figures 3 and 4 show the behaviour of the noise reduction algorithms with phase and gain deviations (d = 2cm,
 = 45dB and = 0dB ). The phase deviation decreases
the GAI but has no impact on D for both noise reduction
algorithms. With a gain deviation, the performance of the
GAI of the two-stage adaptive beamformer decreases a lot,
on the other hand, the SVD-based technique technique seems
to be robust against gain deviations.
Figure 5 shows the SC (f ) and the NR(f ) measures of the
beamformer technique as a function of frequency for gain
deviations. When the gain equals 0.8 or 1.2, the NR(f ) decreases. Furthermore, an additional distortion on the SC (f )
at the low frequencies is brought when the gain is 1.2.
Figure 6 shows the e ect of the VAD errors for both algorithms with no deviation in phase and gain (d = 2cm,
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Figure 4: In uence of the gain deviation of the
microphones on the improvement of the speech
intelligibility GAI and the distortion Dist of the
noise reduction algorithm. ( = 0dB,  = 45dB,
d = 2cm).

 = 45dB and = 0dB ) as a function of coef . These experiments have been carried out for 4 di erent positions of
the speaker and the noise statistic is corrupted by the speech
signal (see equation 7). The GAI performance of the SVDbased technique is independent of the speaker position but
drops rapidly in function of the VAD errors. For the twostage adaptive beamformer, the GAI performance depends
on the speaker position. Indeed, when the speaker is at the
angle 0o , the performance of the beamformer technique is
not a ected. However, when the speaker is not at the angle 0o , the performance of the beamformer also decreases as
a function of the VAD errors but not as drastically as for
the SVD-approach. If the speaker is not positioned at the
look direction (angle 0o ) of the beamformer, a leakage of
the speech signal into the noise reference is obtained ( gure
7). With VAD errors, the estimate of the noise statistics
by w2A2B are corrupted by the statistic of the speech signal
and brings a cancellation of the speech signal at the output
of the beamformer. When the speech statistic is corrupted
(see equation 8), it is found that there is no in uence on the
beamformer and the SVD-based techniques performances.
Finally, a last experiment combines a gain deviation (gain =
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Figure 5: In uence of the gain deviation of the
microphones on the noise reduction NR(f ) and
speech conservation SC (f ) of the A2B ( = 0dB,
 = 45dB, d = 2cm).

Figure 7: Level (dB) of the speech signal in the
noise reference of the two-stage adaptive beamformer in function of the speaker position.
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Figure 8: In uence of unperfect VAD on the improvement of the speech intelligibility GAI and the
distortion Dist of the noise reduction algorithm.
(gain = 0:8).

Figure 6: In uence of unperfect VAD on the improvement of the speech intelligibility GAI and the
distortion Dist of the noise reduction algorithm.
(gain = 1).
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0:8) of Ro with VAD errors ( gure 8). The SVD-based
technique keeps the same performance as in the last experiment, unlike the beamformer technique. Indeed, the performance drops signi cantly, and the beamformer has roughly
the same behaviour as the SVD-based technique. Furthermore, the higher the angle of the speaker, the worse the
performance of the beamformer. For all these cases, the
spectral level di erence of the speech signal D is practically
not a ected.
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CONCLUSION

In this work we theoretically evaluated 2 noise reduction processing strategies for application in dual-microphone hearing
aids. The SVD-based technique is very robust against gain
variations of the microphones, unlike the two-stage adaptive
beamformer. Moreover, the adaptive beamformer approach
works with assumptions about the look direction, the direction of visual contact. The necessity of a robust voice activity detection is important and enhances considerably the
e ectiveness of the SVD noise reduction technique.
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